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The gig economy and independent work arrangements receive much national attention, but their role in regional economies is not well understood. In communities across the country, growing numbers of people are working outside of full-time, covered employment positions, and businesses are increasingly incorporating contract, independent, and freelance workers into their operations. Economic developers can stay ahead of the curve by understanding the scope of gig and independent work in their economies and assessing how it will affect their residents’ and companies’ future prospects.

WHAT IS GIG AND INDEPENDENT WORK?

Gig and independent work is often defined by what it is not: it is not a full-time job with a single employer covered by unemployment insurance, nor is it traditional part-time work. This means it is often not included in the labor market information we use to understand state and local economies.

Gig and independent work includes a variety of full-time and part-time activities for earning income outside of an employer-employee relationship. This work is often temporary or project-based, involves different customers and colleagues, and likely does not occur in the same way every day. It is frequently self-directed and often requires the individual to play the role of employer as well as employed. “Gig and independent” suggests positive connotations of freedom, flexibility, ownership, and self-reliance but also implies downsides, such as insecurity and unpredictability.

Gig and independent work is much more than driving for Uber or Lyft. This work encompasses many types of people working in diverse ways for different purposes. For example, the term can include:

- Freelancers, such as writers or graphic designers;
- Professionals starting a side business in their field, such as consultants;
- Seniors or those with second-act careers seeking to stay active and earn income but with greater control and schedule flexibility;
- Workers seeking to supplement inadequate or unpredictable income through temporary or “gig” activities;
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Learning more about the changing nature of work, including gig and independent work, is a business and economic imperative.

Gig and independent work includes a variety of full-time and part-time activities for earning income outside of an employer-employee relationship.

Gig and independent work is a growing and substantial part of the economy, affecting the competitiveness of our industries and income-earning opportunities for our residents.

Preparing for independent work is becoming a career imperative as increasing numbers of individuals will find themselves engaged in gig and independent work at some point in their careers.

Forward-thinking economic development leaders will incorporate gig and independent work into their strategic plans and program portfolios.
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• Individuals who can’t find employment and do gig jobs or temporary work to get by;
• Workers classified as independent contractors, often engaged in sales, construction, or professional occupations;
• Contract, on-call, or temporary workers;
• Entrepreneurs initiating a business idea;
• People who see greater career and income potential as an independent rather than an employee but don’t seek to grow a business;
• Students, parents, and caregivers who wish to earn extra income but need to set their own schedule in order to meet other commitments; and
• Individuals pursuing the money-making potential of a personal interest or hobby, such as photography or personal fitness.

Studies indicate that gig and independent work is a positive phenomenon for most individuals because it provides greater control, flexibility and/or income potential than traditional jobs. For others, however, it reflects a necessity rather than a choice. Some gig and independent workers wish to have a regular full-time job, but find themselves in gig, temporary or on-call work that provides neither the desired level of income nor any control. The data we have examined also suggest that many of these workers fall into low-income categories, and it is not clear if this is a welcome source of additional income, reflects a lack of other quality work opportunities, or both.

GIG AND INDEPENDENT WORK IS SUBSTANTIAL AND GROWING

There is no single data source to describe gig and independent work. In our research, we have combined information on non-employer establishments, proprietors, self-employment, alternative and contingent workers, and tax filings on business or professional income to create a picture of gig and independent work in the US and state and local economies.

Figure 1 summarizes growth trends for several of these gig and independent work measures for the US and compares them to population and wage and salary employment trends. Non-employer establishments and nonfarm proprietorships are increasing at a much faster rate than either the population or wage and salary employment. Full-time self-employment is growing again but continues to lag all other measures.

The data behind Figure 1 show some measures of gig and independent work have grown, while others, especially self-employment, have not. Similarly, some prominent national studies indicate gig and independent work is large and growing, while others suggest the impact is actually quite small and declining. Which is it? The answer depends on what exactly is being measured. We have summarized findings from several sources to explain.1 (See Box 1)

BOX 1.

A rough rule of thumb is that 1 percent of all workers are engaged in online platform work, which tends to be supplemental to other income sources (think Uber, TaskRabbit, Airbnb); about 10 percent have gig or independent work (or other “alternative employment arrangements” such as temporary or contract work) as their full-time job; and an estimated 30-40 percent of workers currently are or have freelanced or worked independently, either as a primary or secondary “job.” The latter figure shows that gig and independent work is becoming a more common part of the work experience for individuals.

Online platform economy

The term gig economy sometimes refers to the entire category of non-employee work, but it can also mean a much narrower set of activities performed in conjunction with an online platform, such as Uber, Lyft, Airbnb, and many others. Although growing, the online platform economy segment still comprises a small portion of the overall economy – generally around 1 percent.
These workers do not necessarily resemble the overall workforce. They tend to be younger, are more likely to be male, and work fewer hours than the overall workforce. One analysis suggests that online platform work accounts for an average of $6,400 in annual earnings and likely involves less than 20 or even 10 hours per week.2

Gig and independent work as a primary job

The self-employed and independent contractors are whom we often think of when we consider “independent” workers. Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) show that 10.1 percent of US workers (15 million people) were self-employed in 2015, but that the self-employment rate has been declining for the past two decades.3

Independent contractors4 are not the same as the self-employed though there is overlap. BLS survey findings on Contingent and Alternative Employment Arrangements in 2017 indicate:

• Independent contractors account for 6.9 percent of total employment.5
• 3.8 percent of workers were considered contingent (did not expect their employment to continue past one year).
• 10.1 percent were considered to have alternative arrangements, including independent contractors, on-call workers, temporary help agency workers, and workers provided by contract firms.

Many observers were surprised that the 2017 survey found fewer workers in contingent and alternative employment arrangements compared to 2005, the last time the survey was conducted.6 A slower than expected evolution in the changing nature of work, a stronger economy with more traditional jobs available, and the nature of the survey questions (which could be confusing to respondents) have been offered as possible explanations for the unexpected survey findings.

Gig and independent work as a business activity

By contrast, the Office of Tax Analysis (OTA) in the Department of the Treasury found that a “rising share of American workers are earning income outside of traditional employee-employer relationships” through self-employment and business ownership. In 2014, nearly 25 million individuals filed tax returns reporting the operation of a nonfarm sole proprietorship – a 34 percent increase from 2001 and 15.4 percent of all filers with earnings included a Schedule C form indicating earnings from a business or professional practice.7

Similarly, the Bureau of Economic Analysis and US Census have used tax data to report that there were 41.8 million nonfarm proprietors in the US in 2016, a 77 percent increase since 19978 and a 60 percent increase in non-employer establishments.9 These expansion rates far exceed the growth of employer businesses and the population as a whole.

Participation in gig and independent work

Finally, consulting firms, policy organizations and industry groups release their own reports examining gig and independent work that primarily rely on surveys and use different definitions and means of measuring activity. These reports tend to identify much higher levels of gig and independent work than the other sources. For example:

• The 2017 Freelancing in America10 survey determined that 36 percent of the US workforce (57 million people) is freelancing, with 30 percent doing so full-time. The report suggests freelance work grew three times faster than the US workforce since 2014, yielding $1.4 trillion in earnings.
• The 2018 State of Independence in America report based on an online survey indicated 41.8 million people in the US are independent workers, a 2.2 percent increase over 2017, generating $1.3 trillion of revenue for the US economy (6.7 percent of GDP). The report states, “47% of the US adult workforce reports either currently working or having worked as an independent contractor at one time during their career.”11 A separate report from the same source estimates independents as 32 percent of the US workforce.12
• A Gallup study released in August 2018 and based on a survey of working adults estimates that “36% of US workers are in the gig economy.”13 Examining both primary and secondary jobs, their definition includes online platform workers, freelancers, contractors, and temporary workers.

Finally, consulting firms, policy organizations and industry groups release their own reports examining gig and independent work that primarily rely on surveys and use different definitions and means of measuring activity. These reports tend to identify much higher levels of gig and independent work than the other sources.
GIG AND INDEPENDENT WORK AFFECTS ALL INDUSTRIES

Gig and independent work occurs in all industries, but it is most substantial and prominent in the professional and business services, other personal services, real estate, construction, and healthcare sectors.

Figure 2 shows business establishments by sector and compares the differences between the sectors in which non-employer establishments and employer establishments are active. The top five sectors in which gig and independent workers are found nationally when measured by non-employer establishments are other services (typically personal services such as personal training or salon services), professional services (such as consultants), real estate (brokers and agents), construction, and administrative and support services. The last sector includes temporary help agencies and staffing services. Gig and independent workers also play a substantial role in the transportation and warehousing (hello, Uber drivers) and arts, entertainment and recreation sectors.

Figure 3 shows a similar distribution for self-employment compared to wage and salary employment. The self-employed are more concentrated in professional and business services, construction, other services, real estate, and agriculture compared to the overall workforce.

Gig and independent work is not just concentrated in these industry sectors, it comprises a substantial portion of all work conducted in those sectors. For example, 26 percent of all workers in Other Services and 18 percent of all workers in Professional and Business Services are self-employed.

GIG AND INDEPENDENT WORK MATTERS TO COMMUNITIES

Gig and independent work also has several wide-ranging social and economic implications for state and local economic developers:

New opportunities for work: Because it offers low barriers to entry and schedule flexibility, gig and independent work may provide new opportunities for individuals who do not have a wage and salary job or for whom conventional work arrangements pose access or schedule challenges.

Effect on income distribution: Examinations of earnings among gig and independent workers show a barbell effect, with concentrations at both the low end and high end of the income spectrum. It is not clear if gig and independent work exacerbates or ameliorates income disparities.

Because it offers low barriers to entry and schedule flexibility, gig and independent work may provide new opportunities for individuals who do not have a wage and salary job or for whom conventional work arrangements pose access or schedule challenges.

Quality of work and income stability: Economists and policy makers are concerned about income and job stability in both the traditional job market and among gig/independent workers. Forty-one percent of individuals experience more than a 30 percent change in income on a month-to-month basis. Again, it is not clear if gig and independent work eases or worsens this situation.

Changing employment models: Businesses and governments are increasingly using a combination of traditional employees and gig and independent workers in their operations. One industry study found that 44 percent of workforce spending among surveyed companies goes to the external workforce including non-payroll workers (contractors, consultants, temporary labor), outside service providers, and on-demand freelancers. These types of reports don’t carry the same weight as fed-
Much of the recent growth in gig and independent work is about generating labor income, not building a business. However, there remains a segment of gig and independent workers who fit more closely with our ideas of entrepreneurship.

The trend is not limited to big companies. A 2017 survey of US small business owners identified a 37 percent increase in the hiring of gig workers over the past six months compared to a 13 percent increase for full-time employees. Nearly 20 percent reported replacing employees with contractors over that same period. State and local governments are following a similar pattern. A 2018 survey found 45 percent had hired contract or temporary employees in the past year. Even “non-employees” use gig and independent workers: 47 percent reported doing so for an average of 3.2 workers per firm.

Lack of a social safety net: While some individuals earn high incomes from gig and independent work, in general they earn less and are less likely to have health insurance coverage or have a retirement account than wage and salary workers. Most gig and independent workers are not eligible for unemployment insurance.

Nascent entrepreneurship: Much of the recent growth in gig and independent work is about generating labor income, not building a business. However, there remains a segment of gig and independent workers who fit more closely with our ideas of entrepreneurship. MBO Partners reports that 12 percent of full-time independents and 18 percent of millennials intend to build a larger business. There is also evidence that some people engaged in online platform work see it as a “middle ground between working as an employee and starting one’s own business.”

Worker flexibility: Gig and independent workers tend to value work and schedule flexibility—when they get to control the terms of that flexibility. Studies of the independent workforce consistently find that freedom and flexibility are top drivers of the decision to work independently, especially among those working full-time. Older workers and millennials frequently indicate a desire for a flexible work schedule. Many women value flexibility and cite the ability to control their schedule as an important reason to work as an independent, though these characteristics are important to both men and women. Demographic trends suggest that growing numbers of people will be seeking work flexibility through gig and independent activities.

TAKEAWAYS FOR STATE AND LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT LEADERS

This article argues that learning more about the changing nature of work, including gig and independent work, is a business and economic imperative. Economic developers need to understand that gig and independent work is a substantial and expanding element of the US economy and it is increasingly part of the way work is done for growing numbers of residents and businesses.

Studies consistently show that high proportions of gig and independent workers are satisfied with their work and strongly value the control and flexibility it provides them. Demographic and business trends both suggest that the supply of and demand for these workers will increase over time. More individuals will want to work this way, and more establishments will want to engage talent in this way.

However, the work can also be less secure and more unpredictable than individuals would like. There is no safety net since gig and independent workers are not covered by unemployment insurance, and they are less likely to have health insurance or a retirement plan than other workers. Policymakers and thought leaders are examining steps that could mitigate the negative effects of gig and independent work. At the same time, gig and independent work can give individuals more earnings opportunities that can tide them over or supplement income as needed in a volatile economic environment in which even traditional jobs are insecure. And they can do so now with less risk, less cost, and lower barriers to entry and exit than ever before. (See Box 2)

Whether we’re interested in the future of the overall economy, the competitiveness of our industries, or work and income opportunities for our residents, gig and independent work is affecting all of the above. Steps economic development leaders can take to stay ahead of the curve are:

BOX 2.

National, state, and local policy organizations are examining a range of policy changes in response to the rise of gig and independent work and other ongoing economic transformations. For example, the Aspen Institute’s Future of Work Initiative is taking a broad look at the effects of the changing nature of work and proposing policy directions in response, including modernizing worker benefits and protections, which are often tied to traditional, full-time work. Proposed options include creating a system of portable benefits, expanding paid leave, limiting non-competes and no-poach agreements, and updating unemployment insurance.

1. **Get the data.** Look beyond basic labor market information sources since gig and independent work can be invisible within the primary economic data we typically rely on. Data on non-employer establishments, self-employment, contract and temporary work, and proprietors can provide insight into the quantity and quality of gig and independent work in your area.

2. **Discuss with your local employers.** The data show that gig and independent work likely plays an important role in several of your region’s leading industries. Establishments of all types (including small businesses and government) are using gig and independent workers more frequently to supplement their wage and salary workforce.
   a. Incorporate intelligence-gathering on gig and independent work into business retention and expansion programs in order to understand the upsides and opportunities presented by this type of work, as well as any negative effects that might merit greater economic development attention.
   b. Address the issue with your industry councils or local trade and professional associations to learn how employers are using gig and independent workers in your area. Look beyond the leading sectors for gig and independent work to include manufacturers, logistics and distribution, and healthcare groups that use substantial numbers of temporary or contract workers who may be less visible in the statistics.

3. **Raise the issue with your regional workforce system.** Gig and independent work can provide new opportunities for work and earnings, especially for individuals who face barriers to full-time employment or need to balance work with school, family or caregiving commitments. Our analysis also suggests that increasing numbers of individuals will find themselves engaged in gig and independent work at some point – or multiple points – in their careers. Preparing for independent work is becoming a career imperative.
   a. Have a conversation with workforce system leaders to learn how gig and independent work might be incorporated into their placement and training activities. The options may be limited given the current focus on credentialing and placement in full-time employment but may still provide a worthwhile avenue for some populations. The Samaschool in San Francisco provides an example of a program designed to engage with the workforce system to help low-income job seekers benefit from independent work.
   b. Share data on gig and independent work in your region with career and technical education, community college, and university leaders to assess whether courses or programs addressing tax implications, financial management, career planning, marketing, and contracting skills should be developed to help individuals benefit from independent work.

4. **Engage in the policy discussion.** Determine if your state government is considering changes to worker benefits and protections that could affect your residents and businesses. Help incorporate gig and independent workers into policy conversations around topics such as the tax system and health insurance changes that have substantial effects on their wellbeing.

As the changing nature of work continues to evolve within state and local economies, forward-thinking economic development leaders will increasingly incorporate gig and independent work activities into their strategic plans and program portfolios.

*Businesses and governments increasingly use a combination of traditional employees and gig and independent workers in their operations. Source: Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo-license/*
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